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Participated in A Six-Man Exhi>ition.
I
Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts.
Graduated from the oil painting
department of sichuan Academy of Fine
Arts, and has taught there ever since.
Participated in Grangzhou Biannual:
Oil paintings from the 90's.
Participated in The strange Environment'94, Chongqing.
Works exhibited in The Urban Idealist-New Art from Sichuan,
Schoeni Art Gallery, HongKong.
Participated in Contemporary Chinese
Oil painting Exhibition,From Realism to Post-Modernism.
Galerie Theoremes,Brussels,Belgium.
Participated in The third annual exhibition of chinese oil
Painting and won a copper prize.
Museum of China. Beijing
Participated in" CHINA 1M AUFBRUCH"
KUNST MUSEUM.BONN
Participated it" A Five-Man Exhibition
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The motivation for making an art work in contemporary
times arises out of worries about man's living environments
and psychological disarrangement of contemporary
people. The motivation is to visualise on canvas-rendered
as mysterious idealism the symbols of our hopes.
Leave objects from different spaces in the same man-made
one better explains the complicated status of and alienation/
in life. An art work is a fascinating endeavour that serves as
a mirror of life, of the eerie feelings of its different but
corelated meanings.
Rational attitude in childhood helps to restore man to his
natural beingI to re-gain experience in truth, to discorer
man's worth and to enter a new realm of beauty.
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